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W ritten fo r Rangeley L akes:
THE SEVEN PONDS PARADISEAud All the Interesting Incidents of a
Trip

Thither.

A trip to Seven Ponds is an affair of
sum'll frequent occurence now-a-days that
to many readers a description thereof will
be as nothing new, but still may serve to
recall happy days gone-by and may act as
an induement to others who know little
of the forest trails of Rangeley to go and
do likewise. Accompanied by the local
reporter of the Lewiston Sun, I left tlm
Rangeley Lake House about six o ’clock
one bright morning last month.
Will Porter, the energetic young guide,
who has tramped with me for several
years was of course along—we had a lunch
on the way to Philbrick’ s, where we left
the team and tarried, at R ol’ s Loon Lake
Camps for breakfast. Anyone who has
ever feasted on R ol’ s culinary efforts al
ways wants more—not just at that time,
perhaps, for lack of space, but at a future
hungry period. The usual good cheer
which accompanies a square meal pervades
the entire establishment and with it’s
delightful situation, the wonder is that
camps were not located there before. Greely
Ponds near by, we hear have been pro
ductive of especially good fishing the
present season.
After breakfast we shouldered our
weapons of warfare—Will, his pack, the
reporter his rod and your humble servant
his camera, and after a tramp over the
best part of the Kennebago carry reached
the head of the lake in good condition.
Here we were welcomed by Arthur Arnberg, so popular with all tourists, and
later in the day saw mine-host Richard
son. Phin. is having rather an off-year in
a way on account of his injured eye, but
friends will be glad to learn that matters
appear to be progressing favorably there
with.
Among other guests we noticed Mr. C.
W. Whitney, of Troy, N. H., an old-timer
at Rangeley, whose hearty laughter we
trust may be heard here for yet many more
years
The remainder of the day was devoted to
fishing with the result that our reporter
returned on the buck-board next morning
accompanied by a string of trout which
would

glimpse of the Seven Pond camps in all
their restful beauty. The cook comes
across for us, and soon we have reached
our journey’ s end.
The situation of the camps at Beaver
Pond is a peculiarly happy one—the build
ing being situated on a bluff overlooking
the pond and giving a strikingly pictur
esque view of forest and mountain scenery.
But to those of us who know him well,
what would it all be like without Ed. for
it’ s presiding genius—Ed. the genial host,
the Washingtonian story-teller and all
around sport. Many improvements have
been m ade since our last visit—a new camp
completed and another commenced, also
a new guide’ s camp has been built, the old
•‘Dudes Camp” being now a storehouse.
The old but ever interesting trophies
and ornaments adorn the walls of the
dining-room—We read again the poetic
contributions and smile the same broad
smile.
One new documental notice catches our
eye—a
“ liar ’ s

license”

Duly filled out in Ed’ s name signed by
“ His Satanic Majesty” and amply w it
nessed according to the most approved
red-tape formula. W hat use Ed. can have
for the above is a puzzle.
We have yet to see the man to whom
the faintest feeling of doubt occurred after
listing to the hair breadth escapes and
blood curdling naratives of the sage of
Seven Ponds—to say nothing of his milder
tales, as, for instance, the history of his
pet trout that was drowned, etc.
Here we found Nick Boylston, who is
everybody’ s friend and whose friend every
body is. It is needless of course to say
that Rufe was with him for when Nick is
in the Rangeley region you seldom see one
without the other.
After a hearty cup of coffee served by the
French cheif, we retired to a forest rest.
G ood food, good beds and everything in
keeping are the rule here.
The next morning, crossing Beaver Pond
and over a short trail we visited Long
Pond and beyond, by a shorter trail,
Secret Pond. The air, and scenery of the
entire region is delightful indeed. After
dinner we started on our return making
the Meadow Ground camp that night.
We always enjoy a night at the Meadow
Ground—the big fire-place with it’ s dutch
oven, beds of boughs—all the appoint
PARALYZE A DOWN-COUNTRY ANGLER.
ments are so primitive and so in keeping
Soon afterward we took the steamer
with a life in the woods. Ed. keeps the
down the lake en-route to Ed. Grant’ s
camp well stocked and the guides are good
Seven Pond paradise. A Mr. Willcox, an
cooks.
artist from Paris, was on board for a
The next noon we reached the Kennebago
day’s fishing. A t the foot of the lake a ■
Lake House without important incident.
change was made to the row boat, and
Mr. Caswell, of New York, and party had
after sailing and poling up the stream
srrived, including Bishop Neely, of the
Little Kennebago was reached. Here we
Episcopal diocese of Maine, who is an
caught sight of tw o deer and we should
ardent angler. They were occupying the
also have mentioned catching a glimpse of
old cottage.
°ae on the Kennebago carry. Will very
Phin’ s new cottage is a cosily-arranged
skillfully paddled the boat to within about
affair and will doubtless be occupied by
twenty-live feet of one of them, but the many pleasant parties before the- close of
youngster turned his head and was off the season. With it’s beautiful outlook
like a shot--I only wanted his picture, too,
and fine management, this house is always
and would have sent him one at that.
sure of a good patronage.
Another stream, on which is located the
In the afternoon we. visited Kennebago
old wigwam, and we reach the boat land Falls. Next day we went to Loon Lake
ing, where is the ruins of an old hunting in the morning, and after dinner to “ the
camp once used by the well-known guides, city,” just escaping a heavy rain.
Rufe Crosby and Walter Twombly.
The tale is told.
W.
Again the pack is taken and after a four
mile’s tramp over a good trail we reach
Rangeley Plantation.
another landing near the Meadow Ground
Wm.
Moores
and wife, went to Steep
camp, a mile by water and another carry
of three or four miles bring us to the shore Landing on Dead River, Monday for blue
of Beaver Pond, and we catch the first berries. The berries are very plenty.

Early Days in No. 6 and Berlin, Now
Phillips.
To the Editors o f Rangeley L akes:

I have received, to-day, a letter from
the venerable Major, my old-time and
long-continued friend, an extract from
which follows: “ I wish you would write
an article for R a n g e l e y L a k e s —sometiring away back as far as you remember
No. 6 and Berlin, and the people there.”
Now, I don’ t profess to be—on the con
trary, I profess not to be—very apt at the
kind of reminisences suggested. Neverthe
less, here goes for a backward look or two..
Well, somehow it is impossible fos me to
recall (before my actual mental retina)
the precise second, minute, hour, even day
of my birth. After the event implied, I
was informed, upon what I considered reliable authority, that the year, the month
and the day were 1819, February and the
21st. In this connection, note that my
day was one earlier in the same month
than that of the well-known (by reputation)
“ Father-of-his-Country,” also that my
year was one with that of the late Eng
lish minister (perhaps I should say minis
ter to England) James Russell Lowell, as
well as with that of the present reigning
sovereign of the British Empire, Queen Vic.
The first picture-of-the-past which I can
now bring up is a goose-pen, situated al
most in the woods; my sister and I making
the geese fly in and out; our mother enters
with a switch; sister, being the elder of the
tw o and ought to know better, gets the
trouncing, while I escape unharmed. The
mother’ s maiden name was Pratt. Her
mother died at the age of a hundred years,
one month and 28 days. Father’ s original
highway to his clearing was a spotted line.
Still farther into the woods dwell Captain
Daniel Beedy. He and his first wife (sister
of our father) brought-out-and-up twelve
sturdy sons and daughters. His neighbor
and brother Nathan-and-only-help-mate
gave an increase of fou rteen yet more
powerful male and female population. Ope
of the fourteen was christened Peter.
Some not very reverant people used to
swear by the Great Peter Beedy. He once did
service for Joel Whitney; and it-w as said
that, in response to Whitney’ s direction to
him to take as much wheat to the grist
mill as he could carry in going twice, he
had twelve bushels made into flour.
Joel M oody was among the boy-philoso
phers of the town, One of the puzzling
questions which he put to Nathan Beedy,
Jr.,was: “ Suppose you should think that
you would yoke the oxen, arid go down
into the field and plow, then should think
you wouldn’ t, which would you do?”
Lot Sturdevant was the poet of the
period. The tw o opening lines of an effu
sion of his were:—
Old Abram is a mountain high;
If you d on’t love me, I shall die.

The “ Billington School District” was
the one in which my “ young idea” was
mainly taught “ to shoot.” Captain Joel
Judkins, Thomas Parker and my father
were three of the earlier teachers in it.
Mr. Parker was an expert in mathematics
—especially, in algebra. I can remember
how proud I was, after succeeeding, by
means of his instruction, in constructing a
rule in arithmetic upon an algebraic for
mula.
Blackeyed Billingtons, Heweys, Pratts,
Aspinwalls, Dills, Stevenses and Sylves
ters were pupils in the school. Darius
Aspenwall was the champion wrestler-and
-rough-and-tumbler-and-slider - down - hill.
One of his savorite feats was to puild a
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sort of jumping-stand in his course, so that
his sled, upon reaching it, would be hurled
high in air and more than a rod down be
low. By the way, your Uncle Harrison
probably was Aspenwall’s equal in ath
letics; but he had graduated out of the
school previous to my arrival at the years
of understanding of it.
James Tuck resided in the District.
Mr. Cottle, for whom “ Cottle Hill” is
said to have been named, tuckedhis thumb,
for a fid, into a broken chair, instructing
his mare Dolly to whoa, in the meantime.
Dolly misunderstood the expression tor go;
and the thumb, too, did go!
Caleb was the head of the Sylvester
family. He furnished pretty nearly a
round dozen of boys and girls. His nephew,
Daniel R., of this City, has bees (in his
bonnet?). I am not aware whether they
are or are not of the Presidential species!
Be this as it may be, they buzz to some
effect; for they supplied him, last year
with 6000 pounds—three tons!—of honey
A ranchman neighbor of his werft
j-our
times better that is; Sewnped him with twelve
tons. Just imagine, if you can, what a
“ sweet tooth ” vour’ s would be, with those
tw o quantities inside of it. Now, don’ t
take my word, without collateral security,
in proof of that item of information. I
learn that
Daniel’s brother, Charles
Beauman, is in Phillips. Refer to him.
The Stevenses, in general, were good
scholars. A t a later period than that to
which I have been alluding, Ezra Kempton
(then junior) taught the Billington School,
and Thaxter Whitney, the Butterfield
School. There was a challenge for a spelling
match. Kempton trained his forces, finally
displaying them “ off against” his enemy’ s
camp. The fact was that every one of the
Thaxter army was spelled down in quick
succession. My recollection is that Levi
and Priscilla Stevens held the floor at the
close. Still farther along in the lapsing
years, when Moses L. Morse carried the
Phillips High School badge of authority,
a committee, of which Judge Sherburn was
one, awarded first prize for best composi
tion to Clara A —, old style orthographv,
Clarissa A n n , I believe.
West Phillips, Berlin, No. 6—their
shadows flit out of my sight!
June 25, ’95.
G. W . E veleth .
The “ New” Couple.
She was “ n ew ” and was constructed on the
latest m odern plan,
But she lost her heart, like others, and, o f
course, ’t was lost to man;
So at last the tw o w ere married, and they
started married life,
A s they thought, equiped and ready, well pre
pared for any strife.
She was posted on his business quite as thor
oughly as he;
She had studied all the details, and, as anyone
could see.
She could run the shop or office; and it also
seem ed quite clear
She could act as his bookkeeper, or could serve
as his cashier.
She could sell goods on comm ission,. or could
buy on thirty days;
She was sharper than most merchants in all
proper business ways;
She could “ take” from his dictation, and d ic
tate to others, to o —
There was nothing ’round the office that she
really cou ld ’ntrdo.
So they thought they w ere well armored for a
life o f great success,
But the outcom e o f their, trial was a failure,
more or less.
'They are d oom ed to boarding-houses, and re
gretfully they roam —
For while both can run the office, neither one
can make a hom e.

—Chicago Post
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W i t h the S p ortsm en .
The Trout Brook.
Half hidden by tall m eadow-grass that sways
with every breeze,
And running through deep, silent pools, and
under spreading trees;
N ow stealing through the quiet ways o f soli
tary wood,
And now beneath a timbered arch where once
an old mill stood;
A cross the fields and to the brow where
valleys fall away,
Then ov er beds o f shelving rock its waters
d ance and play,
And now and then, as though in jo y o f such
delightful fun,
It springs into a waterfall that glistens in
the sun,
And eddies round and round about, in strange
fantastic glee,
Then steadies dow n and flows away sedately
to the sea.
—Frank H. Siceet, in the July St. Nicholas.
Tough Fight With a Bear.

When M. S. Whitney of Byron went to
tend his bear traps the other day, upon
coming to the place where one of his traps
had been set, he found it gone and tracks
of a monster bear showed that he was
hard and fast in one of the traps which
weighed, clog and all, about 50 lbs.
Taking up the trail, Mr. Whitney followed
it until about 5 o ’clock, and being six
miles from home had to give it up for that
day. Next day he enlisted James Swett,
and together they took the trail and fol
lowed all day without coming up with the
bear, but they crossed another trail made
by another bear, also in a trap.
On the following morning Mr. Whitney,
Addison Youugandhis son Clifton Young,
started after that bear with blood in
their eyes and repeating rifles in their
hands. After following the trail until
three o ’clock, they came up with the
hear, which had got hung up, the
Clog of the trap having caught under a
root. He was an old settler, but they did
not hesitate to give him a volley. He
gave a snarl, snapped the half-inch cable
chain that held him and was off in an in
stant, closely followed by the hunters.
For about three miles they chased him and
coming up with him found him apparently
as full of fight as ever. Then the battle
commenced in earnest. After several nar
row escapes from teeth and claws a lucky
shot from Clifton Young’ s 44cal. ‘ •Marlin”
took effect in the bear’ s head and he rol
led over dead, with 12 bullet holes in his
skin. He measured over six feet from tip
to tip. Following the other trail they
soon found the other trap with half of
a bear’s foot in it.
The latest artificial device for tempting
the dainty trout and salmon is the result
of Maine’ s senior commissioner’ s inventive
genius, and is named for him, being the
“ Stanley Smelt,” a minnow of solid alu
minum. Those fishermen whp have ex
amined it pronounce it the most natural
artificial bait they ever saw and believe it
will prove a ‘ -killer.’ ’ The line draws from
a pin near the center, and the bait darts
from side to side as the bars at the head
of the bait allow. It causes the bait to as
sume a very life-like motion similar to that
of a wounded smelt, which makes it a very
killing lure for land-locked salmon, trout,
etc. It is manufactured and sold by Stan
ley & Chapman, box 1390, Boston, Mass.
“ I don’ t see what Harry Prince finds so
attractive in that Sweetser girl that he is
forever dangling after her and taking her
to row and drive and all that sort o ’ thing.
Soifie folkes say she is good looking. Per
haps she is; all I say is, I can’ t see it.
And although she dresses so young and
puts on her baby airs, I’ll bet anything
she’ s ever so much older than I am.” —
Boston Transcript.

“ Are all the animals in,” asked Noah,
taking another look at the barometer.
“ All but the leopards,” replied Ham,
-•and I think we have a pair of them spot
ted.”
Noah shook his head gloomily and mut
tered something about„“ that boy coming
to a bad end.”

HO W T O BECOME A RUNNER.
One of the Most Healthful Exercises For
the W hole Body.

Running is one of tho best of exercises
for the whole body. It rounds out a hol
low chest, drives the oxygen into the far
thest air cells of the lungs, wonderfully in
creases their capacity and develops the leg,
thigh, stomach and waist muscles. But
it must be learned, just as skating, swim
ming and bicycling have to be learned,
and there are two things that must be
kept in mind by the learner.
The first is—whether in sprinting, dis
tance or cross country running—to run
entirely on the ball of the foot, or, as they
say on the track, “ Get upon your toes!”
By striking on the ball of the foot, which
is a sort of natural spring board, the run
ner takes a longer stride and the spring
that he gets enables him to lift his foot
more rapidly and repeat the stride more
quickly than the runner who goes flat
footed. As length and rapidity of stride
are what give speed in running, it follows
that a flat footed runner can never be a
fast one. Another reason against pound
ing away flat footed is that tho delicate
mechanism of the ankle, knee and hip is
jarred and may in time bo injured.
The second point for a runner to observe
is his method of breathing. Breathe
through both tho nose ami mouth. Nearly
every boy when he first begins to run has
the insane idea that all the breathing must
be done through the nose. There was
never a greater mistake. When a boy runs,
his heart beats much faster than it does
ordinarily and pumps out just so much
more blood. A ll this must bo aerated or
purified by air from tho lungs. Tho op
pression that one feels when beginning to
run is due to tho lungs demanding more
air for the extra quantity of blood which
the heart is sending out. Nature has
looked out for this and provided a way by
which air can be furnished to the lungs
very rapidly. It is a very simple way and
consists of merely opening tho mouth.
Breathe, then, through the nose in ordi
nary life as much as possible, but when
you are running or exercising violently
open the mouth and take in air in deep,
rapid breaths, not gulping it in through
the mouth alone, but letting tho mouth
and nose have each its share. Take as
long a stride as possible, but without over
balancing the body. Bond the body slight
ly from the hips, for if it bo held too erect
the stride w ill be shortened. Let the bent
arms swing easily and naturally a little
above the level of tho hips, swinging out
and back with every stride. This keeps
tho muscles loose, prevents them from be
coming tired so easily as they would if held
rigid and balances tho body better. Take
especial pains to keep tho body from being
stiff; let it swing as easily and litholy as
possible. In sprinting the stride is shorter
and more rapid than in long distance run
ning, and a Sprinter usually run3 with
body thrown farther back, in quite differ
ent form from the long, easy lopo of the
distance runner.— S. Scoville, Jr., in St.
Nicholas.
His Objections.

One of tho. best men in Stafford county,
Va., was running for supervisor there,
and, as usual when a really good man runs
for office, there was vigorous opposition
to him. Some of it was expected, but when
one ignorant but influential old fellow
came out against the candidate the friends
of both parties were surprised, and one of
the candidate’s supporters immediately
went to see the old man.
“ Is it actually true that you are against
our man for supervisor?” asked the friend
when he had led up to the point.
“ In course I am ,” responded the old
man firmly.
“ But he is one of the best men in the
whole county,” argued tho friend.
“ I ain’ t doubtin that at all, only I can’t
vote fer him. ”
“ Why not?”
“ ’ Cause I won’t vote fer no man under
them circumstances.”
“ Under what circumstances?” inquired
the friend in the greatest astonishment,
for up to that time no “ circumstances”
had appeared in the campaign.
“ Why, wantin two offices at once, like
he does,” explained the kicker. “ I ’m
willin to vote fer him fer super, but I ’ll be
derned ef I ’m goin to vote fer him fer ’ vi
sor, and you can tell him so ef you want to. ”
Thereupon the friend of the candidate
organized an individual educational cam
paign, and by delicate diplomacy brought
the old man up to the trough in good
shape.—New York Sun.

The Point of View.

“ What do you think of it?” asked the
artist as he exhibited his latest bit of
work.
“ Do you really want to know?” asked
the critic, as if anxious to avoid giving
pain.
“ Yes,” replied the artist resolutely.
“ You will not be offended if I speak
frankly?”
“ I will not.”
“ Then,” said the critic, “ I do not hesi
tate to say that it is the most diabolical,
hideous nightmare that I over saw. In
my opinion it resembles nothing so much
as a drunkard’s vision.”
“ Is that your honest opinion?” asked
the artist, as if loath to believe it.
“ It is,” replied the critic. “ And what
makes it worse i*s that you are capable of
really good work.”
“ I know it is out of my usual line and
methods,” admitted the artist, “ but I
thought—I thought” —
“ Well?”
“ Why, I thought I ’d just try my hand
at posters, in view of tho fad that” —
“ Posters!” exclaimed the critic. “ Let
me look at that again.” Then, after a.
critical examination: “ My boy, it is sub
lime—superb! Your reputation is as good
as made now. Why didn’ t you say ‘ post
ers’ in the first place?” — Chicago TimesHerald.
A Bear’s Nose.

A sportsman’ s life was once saved by
his knowledge of one of the physical pecul
iarities of the bear. General Hamilton,,
who tells tho story in his “ Sport in South
ern India,” was out on a bear shooting ex
pedition with a brother officer. The beat
ers drove the bear from his hiding place,
and a shot from the officer threw him on
tho ground, but ho got up with a grunt
and made off.
As tho bear passed an open bit of ground
General Hamilton again fired, but mis . d,
and the beast turned upon him. When lie
was within a few yards, the general gave
him the other barrel. As this did not stop
him Hamilton started to run, but tripped
over a rock and fell fiat on his face.
Tho bear was upon him instantly, and
tho sportsman, looking over his shoulder,
saw into the bear’s mouth as tho brute
made a grab at him. The animal caught
him by the thigh and pinned him. Know
ing that a bear’s nose is very sensitive,
Hamilton hit him several hard blows on
tho nose. Tho bear, unable to endure tho
pain, let go, and before he could get hold
again, Hamilton was up tho hill.
His companion ran up and killed the
bear by a ball through his heart. But tho
bear’s claws had laid open Hamilton’s
thigh to tho bone, and ho was in bed for a
month.
A W rong Scent.

A t tho trial of an action for libel brought
by Dr. Lovingston against the San Fran
cisco civic federation, Porter Ashe, a friend
of Levingston, and himself an attorney,
was called as a witness. He testified re
garding a certain letter, ostensibly written
by Levingston, that it was not written by
him alone. He admitted, with apparent
reluctance, that he, Ashe, had assisted in
preparing it. When asked if others werd
concerned, his apparent reluctance to reply
was so great that tho plaintiff’s attorney
at once objected. The defendant’s attor
ney, scenting some damaging admission
behind the unanswered question, pressed
the matter. For half an hour the attor
neys argued, and finally, after a mighty
war of words, tho court decided that the
question might be put. So put it was.
“ Who,” said the defendant’s attorney
impressively, “ was the person present bo
lide yourself and Dr. Levingston?”
To which tho ingenuous Mr. Ashe, who
had sat in silence throughout the legal
battle, replied blandly, “ Nobody.” —San
Francisco A rgonaut.
By Contrast.

“ I didn’t think your sermon this morn
ing was up to your usual standard, A l
fred,” said his wife as the two were on
their way home from church.
“ I know’ it wasn’t, Caroline,” replied
the Rev. Dr. Fourthly. “ It was not in
tended to be. I expect to make a special
effort next Sunday morning, and I want it
to seem brilliant by contrast.” —Chicago
Tribune.
A ll travel has its advantage. If the pas
senger visits better countries, he may
learn to improve his own, and if fortune
carries him to worse he may learn to en
joy his own.—Johnson.

DRUGS BEHIND T H E BAR.
Mixed W ith Other Stimulants and Served
to the Customers.

Nowadays the bar in cities has become,
with regard to its stock and the character
of its concoctions, almost as complicated as
a drug store. As a matter of fact, most
of the bars about New York have in a way
gone into tho drug and prescription busi
ness. Behind their mahogany counters
Jhd lined up in front of the French plate
and ranged upon their shelves are to be
seen a hundred different liquors and cor
dials and drugs. Jars and bottles and
bromides and bitters and powerful drugs
of various descriptions decorate the side
boards. A ll of these enter into the daily
consumption of those who more and more
often seek the saloon rather than the drug
store for their medicinal remedies. The
prescription business of the fashionable
bar is a very big and growing business.
Men with headaches, stomach aches, colds,
coughs, consumption, that tired feeling,
loss of appetite, lassitude, etc., rely upon
the bartender rather than upon tho doctor
or drug clerk. The implicit confidence is
often amusing to the bartender himself, as
well as to those who are drinking for the
fun of it. / Anybody who has ever patron
ized a bar for beverages must have seen
and heard the men who approach it for
their medicine.
“ I feel miserable right here,” placing
his hand on his stomach, perhaps. “ What
ought I to drink?”
“ Oh, I ’ll fix you up,- ’ says tho bartend
er, grabbing a small bottlo in tho rear.
He pours a little into a glass; then he
grabs another bottle and pours something
else on top of it, and squirts in a jet of
bitters and a jet of absinthe, and stirs
thorn up in a glass of ice and strains the
concoction off into a cocktail glass.
•Meanwhile the customer pays little or
no attention to this, but promptly swallows
it when it is ready. He doesn’t know
what it is or whether it is injurious or
beneficial to him. But the powerful stim
ulating quality of tho mixture probably
“ sets him up” in a few minutes. In the
middle of his conversation he is conscious
of this, and when tho next round is or
dered lie promptly says he will Like an
other of the same sort.
“ That stuff seems to make me come
around all right,” he remarks. “ What do
you call it?”
“ Oh, I don’t know,” responds the bar
tender, with a smile. “ It’s a ‘ pick me up’
we’re on to.” And he straightway pre
pares another. He knows it is not a bev
erage, but his customer asks for it and tho
responsibility is at once shifted. He will
mix half a dozen of them and see them ab
sorbed with that calm indifference which
is the habit of his profession—it is the
other fellow’s stomach and brain and nerv
ous organization.—Pittsburg Dispatch.
C h a rm s , A n c i e n t a nti Modern.

A belief in charms must bo reckoned
among those strange things that belong to
tho mystic border land where tho finite and
infinite meet, says tho writer of a clever
article in Tho Minster.
From time immemorial charms and
amulets have been sought by all nations,
and while the rich havo set their beliefs on
gold and jewels the poor havo contented
themselves with coarser mediums. If you
cannot have a turquoistT to give you good
health you may at least avoid courting ill
ness by dipping a courtesy to the new
moon. No doubt tho health thus secured
w ill scarcely bo qf the doublo distilled turquoiso kind, but it. will servo your pur
pose.
It has become tho habit to make useless
little appendages of gold, coral, jewels, etc.,
and to call them charms. Tho fashion
dates from tho Ruo Rivoli, liko many oth
er flippant imitations. It is absurd to
suppose that charms can bo created by tho
gross, and it is sheer want of reverence to
expect to purchaso them for 25 centimes
each.
“ A ll kinds of magic are out of date and
done away with except in India,” writes
Rudyard Kipling, “ whero nothing changes
in spito of the shiny, top scum stuff people
call civilization.”
An Indian silver amulet, “ unnunt,” is
worn by women to secure tho accomplish
ment of thoir wishes. This is not tho first
timo that wo havo heard of feminine
charms insuring that effect.
■JTro Gila river, in Arizona, is named
from a corruption of the Spanish word /
Guija, “ thepfebbly.”
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A CA N O E PARADE.
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Mrs. Carlisle and the Cleveland Baby and
All the Other Gossip.'
V-

Charming Festival Given by Summer Vis
itors^ a t Bar Harbor.
■«*._ |

[S p e c ia l c o r r e s p o n d e n c e o f R a n g e l e y L a k e s].

Turning from Lenox and its environs to
the far northeasterly, end of our Atlantic
coast line, we find on the rocky shores of
Mount Desert new and elaborate examples
of the rural festival. Long years ago, be
fore that rare and charming isle had been
formally adopted as the chosen resort of
summer pilgrims from all parts of the
continent, athletic contests, foot races and
canoe races among the Passamaquoddy
Indians were known to Bar Harbor. By
the descendants of those Indians was
aroused the interest in canoeing shown by
visitors of recent times which resulted in
the formation of the Canoe club, now
numbering hundreds of members.
The first public parade of the club was
arrange in honor of an expected visit from
Matthew Arnold, who, in discussing his
anticipated expedition to that Eden of the
Sea, had expressed a hope that he might
there find some spectacle possessing the
true local color which he had failed to dis
cover elsewhere in America. Marshaled in
line, with bows toward the south, upon a
fortunately glassy stretch of Frenchman’s
bay, near tbe westerly point of Bar island,
gathered a number of flower wreathed ca
noes to perform a series of maneuvers as
dcxtei'ous iii execution as ingenious in the
planning.
Tho canoe parade, repeated the following
year, was followed in another season by an
illuminated fete. To this midsummer
night’ s dream nature lent herself in all
graciousness. The sun had set upon a sea
of opal. As the moon rose and the tide
flooded the bar, people living along the
shore on each side of the Eden road sat in
their verandas to wait for the coining of
the boats, in an atmosphere as soft and
caressing as that of a June night in Ven
ice. From the starting place at the chief
landing of the village, out of darkness
streaked with columns of light from the
electric arcs above the town and from the
lamps of a flotilla of yachts and other
boats at anchor in the harbor, came silent
ly stealing a long train of mysterious black
craft tossing leashes of fire bubbles into
the air or wreathed from stem to stern
with multicolored lanterns. Their destina
tion was a dwelling situated upon the
shore at some distance up the bay, where
the performers in these mysteries of the
expedition were expected ultimately to
congregate at supper. For an hour the
meanderings of the Are laden boats gave
delight to many watchers ashoro. A t last,
answering the signal of dance music from
the house, the cortege fell again into line
and proceeded to disembark upon a float
ing wharf lighted by bengal fires and
strung with colored lanterns. The boats,
deserted by their crews, were then strung
together by boatmen and towed back to
the starting point, tho revelers electing to
return by tho highways.— Mrs. Burton
Harrison in Century.

__________ _
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at-home members of society, particularly
those in official circles and the reopening of
the hospitable Carlisle residence, although
the stay of the Carlisles in town will be
short, as it is their purpose to start upon a
tour of the Great Lakes about the first of
Aug. Mrs. Carlisle lias been overwhelmed
with inquiries about the Cleveland baby,
she being the only person in Washington
who has seen the young miss, but she is
very discreet and if she knows anything
more than the public does about the baby
she is keeping it to herself.
Logan Carlisle became so English during
his stay in London that it was a little
difficult to recognize him when he returned
this week, to his desk in the Treasury
Department. In addition to English
clothes and a Cockney accent, he wears a
pair of English side whiskers which may
make a coolness between him and some of
his Kentucky friends. But there is one
thing that must be placed to his credit.
He hosn’ t told anybody that he chummed
witn the Prince of Wales while he was
in London.
Ex- Gov. Shephard, or, as he was once
more familiarly known, “ Boss” Shepherd,
and his wife and daughters, were at their
Washington home this week, and a royal
reception was given by their friends. Mr.
Shepherd enjoys the reputation among his
friends of having by his boldness in pro
jecting costly improvments, when he was
Governor of the District of Columbia,
made it certain that Washington would be
the permanent capital of the United States.
He is supposed to have become immensely
wealthy through the extensive silver mines
which he has been working in Mexico for
some years past.
What a small world this is, after all!
Capt. W. P. Hazen, chief of the U.S. Secret
Service, has just returned from London,
where he went at the request of the British
government to testify at the trial of How
ard, the notorious counterfeiter, who, by
the way, was convicted. Capt. Hazen says
there were government detectives from
half a dozen countries among the witnesses
who testified against Howard.
Hon. Frank Hiscock, of New Y ork, was
in Washington this week, looking as wellgroomed as when he posed as the hand
somest member and leading “ masher” of
the U. S. Senate, and ivas credited by his
colleagues with being the laziest member
of that deliberate and dignified body. Hfs
wavy hair still falls in the old-time way
oyer his massive forehead, but it is now
well sprinkled with Time’s silver powder.
Another New Yorker who is everybody’s
friend and who gained fame, or something
sometimes mistaken for fame, by remarking
during his service in the House: “ W hat’s
the Constitution between friends, any
w ay,” paid Washington a visit this week,
in the person of Hon. Tim—he would con
sider himself insulted if I wrote it Timo
thy—Campbell, who, in spite of his Scotch
uame, has the most fetching Irish brogue
you ever heard, at times.
Secretary Lam ent has returned to W ash 
ington from his long western trip, which
he declares to have been one of tho most
delightful in the experience of himself and
Mrs. Lam ent, who accompanied him.
Mrs. Lam ent, and the children did not
return to W ashington, but kept on to
their summer home, at Sorrento, where the
Secretary will join them later.

Attorney General Harmon is about the
most democratic memberof the present cabi
net in his habits. Every day at noon, when
he is at the Department of Justice he may
be found at a dairy lunch room in the vicin
ity, with a mug of milk in one hand and a
hig slice of pie in the other, standing in the
midst of a typical Washington lunch-room
crowd, munching away as contentedly as
the rest of them at his ten-cent luncheon.
He says he has always had a weakness for
l>ie, and you cannot doubt it after seeing
him eating it.

3
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A Much Puzzled Husband.

There is one married man living whej
was badly frightened the other night. Hq
sent a note to his wife about 9 o ’clock td
say that he would not be home until late.
The messenger boy when he delivered the
note to the wife happened to mention that
he had gone to the wrong house and had
tfeen very wrathfully treated by a man for
disturbing him. The wife read the note,
which was on a scrap of paper. She
thought a minute. Then she said to the
messenger boy:
“ I ’ll give you a shilling if you w ill take
the note back to my husband and tell him
that story without saying that you cams
hero at all.”
The boy pocketed the money and went
back to the husband with the xiote.
“ Well, why do you bring this back?” he
asked.
“ Because they wouldn’t take it. A man
came to the door and told me if I didn’t
go away he would break my neck for m e.”
The husband did not stay out late that
evening. On the contrary, he got home as
fast as the underground train could ta,ke
him. He looked suspiciously at his wife
and said:
“ I sent a note, but the boy must have
taken it to the wrong house.”
“ I suppose so,” said the wife innocently.
“ I haven’t got it.”
The man was dying to find out if any
body had called, but he was afraid to ask.
—Pearson ’ s Weekly.___________
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Houses In Ceylon.

The natives of the interior of Ceylon
finish walls and roof with a paste of slak
ed lime, gluten and alum, which glazes
and is so durable that specimens three
centuries old are now to be seen. In Su
matra the native women braid a coarse
cloth of palm leaves for the edge and top
of the roof. Many of tpe old Buddhist
temples in India and Ceylon had roofs
made out of cut stone blocks, hewed tim
ber and split bamboo poles. Uneven planks
—cut from the old and dead palm trees,
seldom from living young trees—are much
used in the Celebes and Philippines. Shark
skins form the roofs for fishermen in the
Andaman islands.

Carriages!
OF A LL

K IN D S ,

A t Prices w h ic h you Can
Afford to Buy.

The Nobby Drop-Axle Buggy, and
Other Well Known Styles.*

Experimented W ith Poisons.

When Antony and Cleopatra were con
templating suicide they made a collection
of a great variety of poisons, and tried
each of them on two or more slaves in or
der to ascertain whether death was accom
panied with much apparent suffering. One
historian declares that over 200 persons
lost their lives in order that the informa
Call a t lion s’ L iv e r y Stable, P h i l 
tion might be obtained. The result was
that Antony killed himself with a dagger lips, o r w r ite to
and Cleopatra either with one of her se
lected poisons or by a serpent’s bite.
W orry.

Worry, says somebody, annually kills
more people than work, for worry fatigues
the nerves, but it is useless to tell people
of nervous temperaments not to worry.
One should strive, however, to avoid all
Bohemian Dancing.
There were many merry and grotesque things that tend to disturb the nerves.
dances among the early Bohemians, al Throw away a pen that scratches and a
pencil that has a bit of hard lead in its
though the church was often hostile. Some
make up. Discard a needle that “ squeaks”
of them remind us of the Whitsun ales and
and a basin that leaks. Use sharp tools
the village festivities which had such a
and wear soft garments. Oil the hinges of
charming laureate in Robert Herrick.
the rheumatic door and fasten the creak
Those were indeed days when
ing blind.
Merrily went their tabor
And nimbly went their toes.
The Ruling Passion.
But gradually, owing to the spread
He—If you didn’t love me, why did you
throughout the country of religious opin
marry me, then?
ions very much corresponding to those of
She (formerly of Chicago)—Why, I could
our own Puritans, the dance became an
not get a divorce if I had not married you!
object of spiritual censure.
—Syracuse Post.
It was in the sixteenth century that the
The Beauty of the Lilies.
thunders of tho church began to be direct
ed against it with the greatest severity.
“ Er— Miss Hardy—Grace—do you not
None was more forward in these attacks think that these valley lilies are very beau
than tho members of the Bohemian broth tiful?”
erhood. One chapter of our author’s book
“ Not so beautiful as orange blossoms,
is devoted to an account of theso opponents. Mr. Jones.”
In 1526 and 1566 the diets passed laws in
And, thus assisted and encouraged, he
restraint of the excesses of dancing. But presently drifted out upon the wide, wide
ono of the greatest of its enemies was tho sea of wedded bliss.—New York Recorder.
famous Simon Lopinicky, an author who
plays a conspicuous part in the Bohemian
Too Much of a Good Thing.
troubles at the end of the sixteenth and
Dobson—What became of that man who
beginning of the seventeenth century.
had 27 medals for saving people from
Still, for all these philippics, dances drowning?
went on among the Bohemians on saints’
Dock Worker—He fell in one day when
days and holidays in the market place and he had them all on, and the weight of ’em
around the maypole. Tho peasants had a sunk him.—London Answers.
hard time of it, but they still danced, just
as the Polish rustics did in spite of the
The opening of the door of a warm room
grievous corvee, or as even in the old times in LaplaQd during the winter will be in
of serfdom the Russian moujik enjoyed stantly followed by a miniature snow
his chorovod in the evening.—Saturday storm, tho condensed moisture falling in
Review.
flakes.
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LAND IN CALIFORNIA.
I can sell parties who are desirous of
locating in California, Real Estate in any
quantity from 5 to 1000 or more acres, sit
uated in, what I consider the best part of
California, from 20 to 50 miles from the
ocean, just brought into the market by the
Coast Line R. R. from San Francisco to
Los Angelos. I do not urge people to
leave Maine, but if any are coming here, 1
can help them to land at from $5 to-SoO per
acre, as good as can ‘ be bought in other
parts of the state for *400 per acre. Cli
mate flue. Well wooded, pine and oak.
G ood water. This is the best chance for
a poor man to get land and make a start
of any place I have seen in this state. For
particulars write or call on me.
Address,
SE W ARD DILL,
i^oquei, Santa Cruz Co., California; or
A. R. BOOTH, ^
El Paso de Robles, San Louis
Co., Cal.

Obispo

Haven’t Y o u P l a n n e d on
T a k in g a S u m m e r
B o a rd e r or “T w o
This season! If you intend to do so, don’ t
let it slip your mind that an advertisement
m the columns of R a n g e l e y L a k e s will
reach the very class of people you’re after.
Try it and see if it isn’ t so.

RANGELEY LAKES.
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Published every Thursday morning, by the

Judge G off has rendered a decision that
revives the cigarette business in West V ir
ginia.—Portland E xpress.
Great Scott! I didn’ t think the business
needed a revival.

Yes ^ S gott

B est

Quite a number took in Sells Brother’s
circus at Farmington.—Rangeley Lakes.
And did Sells Brothers circus recip
rocate?—Portland Express.
Editors and Proprietors.
No, they’re waiting for a more gullible
town—say Port—but I won’ t call any
Entered at the Rangeley (M aine) Post Office
names.

N ew camps, built and furnished in the best possi
ble manner, ample supply o f new boats, and every
accom m odation for sportsmen and families,
Quimby Lake is a beautiful spot, but six miles from
Rangeley, with a good road direct to the camps, no
tiresome buckboarding. Round Pond, Dodge Pond,
and the K ennebago Stream, are but tw o miles
distant.

H A R R Y P. DILL AND ELLIOTT C. DILL,

as Second Class M atter.
PRICE, $1.0 0 Per Year

In Advance.
Devoted to the In terests o f the W hole
R a n g eley L ak es R eg ion .

An exchange says that “ a scientist who
is studying the language of cats, thinks
that they swear.” Well, if being sworn
at has any effect on them, there are certain
cats which belong to the Moonlight Orches
tra that meets for rehearsal on our back
yard fence, which ought to be very profi
cient in profanity.

ADVERTISING Rates Reasonable, and will

O A K E S & SCOTT,

OPEN FROM

P r o p r i e t o r s ,

May 15th to Jan. 1.

RANGELEY,

P H IL L IP S LO C A L.

The Chicago Inter-Ocean has a leading
editorial on the subject, “ After October 1,
W hat?” In this part of the country, Octo
Address all communications to
ber 2.—Syracuse Post. •
In the East the newspaper men are all to
Rangeley Lakes, Rangeley, Maine.
be looking for their quarterly dividends.—
be made known on application.

Portland E xpress.

The RANGELEY LAKES is

Up Rangeley way we’re certain of some
of the best hunting in the state.
The news in the Boston papers for the

F ish in g

I N T H E R A N G E L E Y R E G IO N !

Rangeley Lakes Publishing Company,

SUBSCRIPTION

T rou t

A. J. Haley was in town Monday.
Dan Field was in Kingfield, Tuesday.
Monties Ross has been on the sick list.
Mr. Frye of Boston was in town re
cently.
Mrs. Lucinda Adams drove to Lewiston
this week.
Frank Edward and family have moved
back to Phillips.

-

-

-

M A IN E .

Raspberries are quite plentiful this year.
Arthur Bonney, of Cambridge, is in town
for a short time.
W. H. McKeen was at home over Satur
day and Sunday.
Mrs. M. S. Kelley returned from Lewis
ton Friday night.
Miss Rose Toothaker, is visiting friends
and relatives in Rangeley.

Stephen Savage will do the carpenter
work on E. H. Shepard’ s new house.
find. They have overdone this Christian
Endeavor "business and tried the patience
J. A. Wheeler, of Rumford Falls, was in
Mrs. J. W. Brackett, with Miriam and
of the average reader by slopping over in town over Sunday.
Scott, is at Ocean Park for a few weeks.
the manner they have. It is possible some
Mrs. Herbert Landers has joined her
times to have too much of a good thing,
Miss Alice Pease, of Boston, is visiting
BECAUSE the people like to read it, and do as these papers have demonstrated.—
husband in Stratton.
relatives and friends in Phillips and Avon.
not subscribe on the principle that i t ’s the Lew iston Sun.
Mr. and Mrs. Baker, of Lowell are visit
only one there is.
Granted; but remember that the same
Sewell Kelley is painting the old Worthing friends in Phillips.
BECAUSE it is the best that first-class m ate criticism will hold when Corbett meets
ley house next to M. W. Harden’ s barber
Hart Field’s cyclometer is nearly up to shop.
rial and first-class workmanship can produce . Fitzsimmons—if he ever does.
the thousand-mile notch.
BECAUSE it fully covers the whole Rangeley
Miss Nellie Quimby is making an extended
My old friend Jack McCone (who, by the
Mrs. Sadie Hager of Lawerence,Mass.,is visit in Redington, Coplin and down the
region, and reaches out among sportsm en
way, has renounced the press for a hotel visiting friends in Phillips.
ev eryw h ere.
lakes.
clerkship) was a guest at a Springfield,
The fire at Bragg Corner, Sunday,caused
I f these points do not convince you that it
Warren Weeks, Esq., of Farmingon, is
He responded quite an excitement in the villiage.
will pay you to have your advertisement in the Mass., club the other day.
visiting his daughter Mrs. W. A. D.
Rangeley Lakes, w e have still other argu eloquently to the toast, “ The State of
Arthur Libby is working in Redington Cragin.
ments which will hits your case See if we Maine,” and among other nice things—
for A. L. Matthews, at the boardinghouse.
Miss Christine Cragin is riding a new
and
true
things—said:
haven’t.
Rev. Mr. Gilman who has been visiting Columbia, just purchased for her by her
Maine has made no wild spurts, to gain
a year or tw o and then fall back, she has friends in Phillips returned home Wednes parents.
R a n g e l e y , M e ., T h u r s d a y , J u l y 25, 1895. been constantly grinding away at her sea day.
The Supe Brother’s concert Friday night
board and interior until she has gradually
N.
B. Beal has gone to St. Paul, Minn,was not well patronized, but the music
developed her Bar Harbor (applause); her
The m^ps of this section of the country Poland Springs, the pride of the world on a business trip. He is to be gone two
was exceptionally good.
are being scanned, measured, redrawn and (prolonged applause); she has built for you weeks.
P. & R. engine No. 1 has been somewhat
cosy
resorts
at
Moosehead
Lake,
the
discussed by about everyone. The puzzle
Chas. Newman, of Boston, who has
Rangeleys, Moose Island, Portland Har
is, to find out how a railroad can be built bor and a thousand other places that give been visiting friends in Phillips, has gone out of kilter lately and the freight engine
has been taking her place.
to within eight or nine miles of Rangeley back to you health, strength to your to Lewiston.
You
Hubert Pratt is now able to do almost
and not run into the village. The rail lungs and the roses to your cheeks.
Miss Nellie and Altie Ross who have
come to us to hunt, you come to us to fish,
wholly without the use of a cane, his lame
road magnates will solve it in due time.
been
visiting
friends
in
Phillips,
have
your doctor sends you to our summer sani
knee being about the same as well.
tariums, you read the news from paper returned to Wilton.
Miss Cherry Bangs and Mrs. Carrie
Miss Lunnette Rollins hasreturned from
Such perfect days, with just enough sun made in our mills, you send out your invi
to warm the air and just enough cool tation to swell parties and receptions on her trip to Portland.
Her aunt, Mrs. Curtis have gone to the Mooselookmegunmaterial
made
from
the
fibre
of
our
forest,
breeze to keep the sun’ s rays from scorch
tic House for the remainder of the season.
Dolley, accompanied her.
ing. W as there ever a more perfect cli you sleeps beneath the coverlet made in our
Dell Pratt is at home from Lewiston for
Mrs. Goodwin and her daughter Mrs
mate than that of Maine in summer? We cotton mills, your fine palaces of trade,
now have on hand just 29, 895 square miles mansion houses and government buildings Rice of Auburn, are visiting Mrs. Good-, a couple of weeks. He will visit Rangeley
aro
constructed
from
the
granite
hewn
of paradise (besides a few islands in the
(with his camera) about the last of July.
sea) which is being rented out at very from our hills, you are in love with our win’ s daughter, Mrs. J. M. Wheeler.
reasonable rates considering the quality A roostook potatoes, you come to us for
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Parker, and Masters
New potatoes are down to 25 cents a
of the goods. No one complains about lumber, you are glad when the apple crop Floyd and Glidden, have been at their peck in the local market. Beans, peas,
is
good
in
Maine,
and
when
you
want
to
the price and wouldn’ t if we charged twice
as much. For the next four months take a trip around the world in your own camp, Winona, Long Pond, for so: le days beets and turnips are also ruling at the
same figure.
Maine is the Garden of Eden, the Eldorado, beautiful steel yacht you go down to Bath past.
the Utopia or anything else you want of and consult Gen. Hyde who can fit you out
The Universal steam laundry of Portland
Col. E. M. Robinson, with Mrs. Ida
with
anything
from
a
dory
to
an
armed
an ideal nature for your health and hap
steel crusier. Can all these things be said which does most of the Phillips work, Haines and Miss Fay, returned from the
piness.—Hallowell News.
of any other state jn this country or any burned last Saturday morning. The engi seashore Friday, well tanned by the
Yes, and Rangeley is the gem of all the country in
the
world?
(prolonged
neer and fireman were killed by ihe ocean breezes.
garden spots of Maine. Come up and see applause).
explosion of the boiler.
if it isn’ t!”
E. L. Haley has just finished a pretty
Geo. B. Dennison is in Carrabassett little summer house for Mr. A. G. Turner’s
O U T O F DOORS.
and Kingfield planing clapboards. Mean Pleasant street home. He is to commence
’T W I X T Y O U A N D M E .
Everywhere beside the roads these days while the local carpenters have to depend soon on another for Mrs. Lucinda Adams.
one notices the Red-berried Elder ( Samhu- on their own resources for planing and
More like summer resort weather!
One hour and thirty-five minutes is the
cue puhens). This is one of our hand fitting small orders of lumber.
time that Alec Matthews made from
Even way up here in Rangeley we give a somest of hardy native shruds. Its dark
Mrs. James N. Utley, accompanied by Farmington to Phillips Friday, driving
big rah! for the swift-sailing Defender.
green, compound leaves, and blusters of her tw o daughters Mina and Florence, his speedy cliesnut mare. W hat’ s the
shining scarlet berries are very beautiful. went to Providence, R. I., Saturday, where matter with that for a record?
General Humidity is driving the city It begins to bloom in May and its fruit
they will stay for a few days before going
H. W. True and daughter Bertha, went
dwellers forth to shore and lake and ripens in July.
to Philadelphia where they will join Mr.
to Farmington and back Thursday, on their
mountain.
In other places the roadsides are white Utley and make their home.
bikes. Their cyclometers registered the
with masses of the common Elder (SamhuMiss Clare E. Hinkley gave a select distance as 18 miles each way, but neither
‘ •Tobogganing and skating” is the de cus Canadensis). This shrufe has purple
lusive July advertisement of a Portland berries which ripen much later than those whist party Monday night, in honor of Mr. True nor Bertha felt any the worse
Harbor resort. But you’d better take a of the Ited-berried Elder. From the ber Mr. Hardy and Miss Edith Church. Re for the trig.
freshments were served and the evening
fan with you.
Mr. S. C. Fox, of Portland, who for the
ries of the common Elder, the Elderberry
was much enjoyed by all.
past six m on th s has been assisting Cashier
wines are made, and there have been
Don’ t hand in a pet advertising scheme found people of so adventurous a spirit
Will Hoyt says that “ Mac” Hinds of Byron in the Union National Bank, re
with the suave remark: “ Put this in the
paper, it will help fill her up.” There is that they would even manufacture a pie of Kingfield,has the handsomest piece of oats, turned to his home Saturday. Mr. Fox,
4)4 acres, that he ever saw. It stands on beside being thoroughly posted on banking
nothing that will raise the hair to the the berries.
highest pitch on the bald head of a news
an average 4)4 feet high. Mr. Hinds has affairs, is a most genial and whole-souled
paper publisher quicker than a remark of
Repairs are now going on at the steam under cultivation, fourteen acres of land fellow, and has made hosts of friends in
this sort. If you care not to make your mill and in a short time you will hear the
self disliked, don’ t do it.—R eporter-Journal. whistle, announcing the time of day as of and he cuts on an average twenty tons of Phillips who are sincerely sorry at his dehay.
old.
Which is all very true.
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WHY?

M edium ! past week has been underdone and hard to

RANGELEY LAKES

With the Sportsmen.

A little boy went out to
fish one day
W ith a crooked old alder
pole,
H e ’d heard o f a spot where
a big trout lay
On the shore o f the lake,
in a hole.
The speckled old fellow he
winked an eye
And smiled as he said “ I d on’t
fa n cy a fly.”
He saw the fat worm but n e’er
thought o f a hook
So out o f the water the “ five
pounds” was took.

Eight boys from “ Camp Tim” went up
to Dead River Station fishing Monday.
Mr. J. W. Scott, of New York, of the
firm of Oakes & Scott, proprietors of
Quimby Pond camps, arrived in town for
a few weeks.
Wm. H. McKeen and Rand Harden, of
Phillips, passed through town Saturday
p. m . on the way to their camp on Cupsuptic stream.
Some years ago it was a mystery to a
now well known guide, how an eight-inch
trout could have a ten-inch back bone.
He lias learned the secret as well as that
of making a two-pound trout weigh four
pounds.

A GREAT YEAR.
For Fish and Game, Says Fish Commis
sioner C. E. Oak.

“ We will distribute among the various
lakes and streams in October, about 300,000
fish,” was the reply Hon. C. E. Oak of the
Maine fish and game commission made to a
Kennebec Journal reporter, in answer to a
question upon this matter the other day.
“ You are having some trouble with peo
ple violating the fish and game laws, I pre
sume!”
“ Oh,- certainly, we expect that,” replied
Mr. Oak, and added, “ we are looking after
them sharply and the wilful violators are
beginning to learn that the wardens are
quite omnipresent. It is proposed to allay
the trouble arising in this direction all
that is possible and impress upon people
the need of protecting our fish and game
interests.”
“ Are as many fish being caught this as
la s t!”
“ I do not hear of as many large catches,
but more people are fishing this season,
and I think you will find that more fish are
being taken from the waters than in any
previous year.
Many lakes have been
opened which last year were not fished
upon.”
“ You have not as yet distributed any
fish this season, then?”
“ No, not any trout as yet, but about
150,000 sea-salmon have been taken from
the hatcheries. It is the pro position to
pay considerable attention to hatcheries
this year and those we now have will be
built up and perhaps others opened.
“ Big game will be very plentiful this fall
will it not Mr. Oak?”
“ Yes, the outlook is that more will be
found in the game regions than for several
years past,” said he, “ as I have been told
that deer are very numerous and also other
kinds of big game. It will undoubtedly be
a great year for Maine’ s fish and game.”

Elliott Russell and Hen Dill were talking
over old times. Hen told of a trip to
Bemis Ponds and the trout he hooked
through the ice with a head so large that
he had to reach down into the water and
close his mouth before he could get him
ont of the hole, Elliott authenticated the
story and said it was only a four pound
trout, but it had a head big enough for a
twelve-pound trout. It was on this same
trip that Bill Quimby and one of the party
went up the stream to look for minnows,
Bill was ahead and stepped onto a treach
erous piece of ice and pitched head first
Early Days at Kennebago.
into the stream. His snow shoes were stick
To the Editors o f Rangeley Lakes.
ing up from the water and he was hauled
In the year 1860, I opened a State road
out by their aid. As soon as he recovered
his breath he exclaimed: “ That’s mighty through Kennebago township. We built
our camp near the outlet of Big Kennebago
cold water down there.”
pond. A t night we found near the camp a
spring of splendid water, the next morn
L oom L a k e .
ing it was dry, not a drop of water to be
There has been more guests at Loon
seen. Every night for a week or tw o the
Lake this year than ever before, and all
water was boiling up and running across
seem happy. Last Monday, in honor of
the road; then it stopped completely and
Miss Bessie Miller, who with her father
there was no more water at that place for
and mother, Dr. and Mrs. Miller of N. Y.
the season. I have known springs that
have been at the camps for a month, a would dry up, during the day from the
picnic was given at Greeley Pond. All had sun’ s heat, but never one like that at Ken
a fine time. Mr. and Mrs. Mclnnes and nebago. It was called an intermittant
H. H. Oswald of Philadelphia, and Mr. E. spring.
E- Rider of Eiddleboro Mass., are here to
Some tw o or three years prior to this
remain here some weeks. Mr. Geo. A. (1860) three men, John Haley, of RangeFrench of Portland, accompanined Master ley, Caleb Sylvester and Eben Whitney, of
Lewis York, who has been attending school Phillips, started from the outlet of Ken
in that city,is home on his vacation. Mere nebago pond and traveled on the south
dith Nugent, the artist, from New York, side. Two of them becoming very thirsty
"'h o spent last season here is coming next searched for, and found, a spring of water
week to remain two months. A party of bubbling out from a large rock. The
Boston people are to arrive in a few days. water had a greenish appearance but the
The following registered from July 2 to tw o drank of it freely. In a few moments
July 17: Mr. and Mrs. Mclnnes, H. H. both were taken very ill and vomited
Oswald, Philadelphia; Mis.-; L. M. Cobb, freely but soon recovered from the ill feel
E- R. Starbird, Brunswick; Miss C. T. ing.
I have spent considerable time hunting
Crosby, Phillips; A. J. and Fred A. Crossman, Providence; Nat’ l Jewett, Ashburn- for this water, but have never been able
ham; E. E. Rider, Middleboro; H. B. Hill, to locate it. From the descriptions given
Boston; B. J. Hill, Auburn; C. M. Hap- by the men I think it is near the foot of
£ood, Easton, Pa.; Harry D. Wimans, the lake, within a mile or a mile and a half.

N. P. Noble, Esq., came in Saturday
night for a short stay at Anglewood.
Edward R. Elder, of Boston, Harvard
’97, is visiting at Moxy Ledge for a few
days.
F. E. Timberlake, Esq., o f Marsquamosy
was in Saturday, going to Billy Scrule’ s
over Sunday.
N. P. Noble, Esq., has, during the spare
moments at Anglewood, built some very
pretty rustic tables.
The cottage being built by Mr. Faunce
is nearing completion, and is to be a pretty
addition to those along that shore.
Hon. Joel Wilbur, Mrs. Wilbur and Miss
Georgine are at Camp Chateauguay for a
few days. Russ Spinney is running the
Fish Hawk for them.

5
Boys’ camp at Greenvale.
To the oldest camp is awarded the long
est yell. It may be that a yell grows in
length as the years go by:
With a Beevo and a Bivo,
And a Beevo, Bivo, Bum.
Bum! Get a rat-trap
Bigger than a cat-trap!
Bum! Get a rat-trap
Bigger than a cat-trap!
. Cat-a-mouse! Cat-a-mouse!
Siss! Boom ! Bah!
Chateauguay! Chateauguay!
Rah! Rah! Rah!
The latest yell belongs to Anglewood:
A! N! G-L-EW-O-O-double O-D!
Anglewood! Anglewood!
See? See?
It’ s de dinkiest yell on the lake. See?
When you hear this yell you may under
stand that the M oxy Ledgers are coming:
M oxy! M oxy!
Here-we-are!
M oxy M oxy
Rah! Rah! Rah!

WEEKLY REGISTER.
T r a n sc r ib e d fr o m th e R A N G E LE Y L A K E
HOUSE R e g is t e r .

W ednesday , July 1
Lew is G. lams,
Brooklyn.
H. H. Moore,
Do.
A . N. Saunders,
Do.
C. W . Thomas,
Portland.
It’s a fine thing to own a steam yacht
C. H. Damon,
Do.
and take a run anywhere you please on E. T. H atch.
Do.
the lake. But there’ s the fire to look after, J. C, French, M. D..
Boston.
and see that the -water is at the right Chas. W . Cooper.
Northampton, Mass.
point in the boiler, and the steam register H. W . Knight,
Lewiston.

ing the right number of pounds. Boiler
inspection and license to run. Guess we’ ll
have to wait till the electric launches
come down in price, then one can carry
his power on board in a valise.

Cam p Y ells.

T h u r s d a y , July 18.
Chas. F. P ierce,
Lynn, Mass.
Perley Flint.
Colebrook, N. H.
J. E. Adams w ife and child
N ew York.
The Misses Adams,
Philadelphia.
N ew York.
H. W . Harmon,
Geo. W . Rodgers,
Do.
Judge N. C. Downes,
Stamford, Ct.
John Davenport,
Do.
C. H. O. Houghton,
N ew York.
Mrs. Aug. W eddigen,
Brooklyn.
Miss W eddigen,
Do,
Mrs.Wm. C .R em vick and family, Summit, N. J.
Mrs. A . E. Sears,
Do.
Mrs. W , F. Bodge,
W aterville. Me.
Mrs. A. F, Austin,
Farmington.
J. M. Randall,
East Orange, N. J.
Mrs. J. M. Randall,
Do.
Miss Ruth Davey,
Do,

It is amusing to see people in a boat try
ing to exchange greetings with their friends
in cottages, as they row by.
People forget that although they may
be near enough to be heard distinctly yet
it is quite impossible for their friends to
distinguish them.
“ H i!” they yell, as
they drift by, “ Hullo! Hullo-Oto!! Fine
day isn’ t it?” “ I said Fi-i-ne da-a-y!!”
And they row serenely on.
“ Who on earth was it?” says the be
F r id a y , July 19.
St. Paul.
wildered cottager, who has been trying in O. A. Beal and wife,
Do.
vain to recognize the features of the boat Mabel Boston,
Phillips.
ing party. “ Why, it was the Browns of N. B. Beal and wife,
Do.
course!” replies his wife. I should know H. H. Field,
H. C. Morris and w ife,
Concord, Mass.
that red waist of hers anywhere, though I
Ira H. L ow ,
W aterville.
thought she had gone away. She said they Miss Hortense L ow ,
Do.
wouldn’ t be here more than a week” she A . C. Merton,
Farmington.
adds, lucidly.
J. E. M cLeary,
Do.
Next day they find out that it was not F. K. D exter and wife,
W ebb.
Miss Schirmer,
Boston.
the Browns, but another party.
Do.
All this is confusing, and in view of the E. S. P rescott and wife,
Do.
fact, several cottages are adding yells to E. O. P ierce.
Fred B. Doll,
N ew York.
their possessions.
W . A . Penfield,
Do.
A yell is a good thing, you can carry it W m. B. Bratten and wife,
Philadelphia.
with you anywhere, and, in this locality, J. H. Bratten,
Do.
it is more available than a visiting card. Edward A . Smith and wife,
Hartford.
It serves the same purpose that the crests, Hubert K nox Smith,
Do.
and coats-of-arms did the knights of old.
S a t u r d a y , July 20.
By it you can tell at any distance, within Geo. A . Bolles,
Hartford.
Phillips.
hearing, where the occupants of a boat Miss C. T Crosby,
W ashington.
S. H. Merrill,
belong.
Boston.
J. G. Bartleman,
If your ears are greeted by this:
Middle Dam.
E. F. Coburn,
W ith a Mar!
Phillips.
Joel Wilbur.
And a Squam!
Boston.
W . N. Boylston,
And an O! S! Y!
Do.
A. H. Smith,
Marsquamosy!
Portland.
U. U. Sabin and wife,
Marsquamosy!
Do.
G eo: S. Sabin,
Harry L. Jones and wife,
Yi! Yi!! Y !!!
Boston.
N ew York.
You need not be of more than the aver Eben E. Hartzell,
Strong.
age intellect to understand that a boat M. W . Forster,
H. J. Brown,
Berlin, N. H.
load of Marsquamosians are going by.
O. B. Brown,
Do.
Last year the lake-dwellers used to hear Wm. Mahaney,
Do.
quite frequently a bai’king, snapping sort E. E. Jennings and wife,
Farmington.
of yell:
C. H. Ames,
Boston.
Ziggety yak! yak! yak!
S. O. M etcalf and wife,
Providence.
Ziggety yak! yak! yak!
Should anyone discover this spring 1
Ne\\*York; Fredrick U. Coville, Washing
S u n d a y , July 21.
Hi-oh kee! Hi-oh-kee!
ton, D. C.; Fredrick Dickson, Manes- would be very much pleased to hear re
W . B. Adie,
Portland.
We’ re the Boys of the G. R. C .!
garding
it.
S
ew
ar
d
D
il
l
.
hootuk; Dr, A. W. Buckman and wife,
J. W . Ellis,
Rangeley.
This
was
the
exclusive
property
of
the
[Continued on 8th page].
S oquel , C a l if ., July 8, 1895.
Woonsocket, R. I.
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A SM ART Y A N K EE TRICK.
It Suggested a Scheme That Might I5e
Effective In Battle.

“ There was a matter that I forgot and
which I meant to suggest tb our war de
partment before I returned to Georgia.”
The speaker was Evan Howell of Atlanta,
publisher of The Constitution.
“ The idea was suggested tome, ” he said
to a writer for the Washington Star, “ by
the trick of a smart Yankee which I ex
perienced during the war. Some of our
men surprised a bunch of Yankee raiders
one day. The raiders saw us coming a
half mile away. They were in the front
yard of a big plantation house at the
time, and the moment they noted us
streaming round a bend in the pike they
leaped for their horses. One of them, the
tricky Yank I mentioned, stopped and
picked up a bee gum, one of a dozen
standing in the yard, and swung it up to
his shoulder. Then he climbed into the
saddle. Every jump of his horse jolted a
handful of indignant bees out of the hive,
and it looked as if they never budged, but
stood right still in the air wondering what
had happened. And when we got up to
them the bees seemed to lay'their troubles
to us and pitched into us like rabid dogs.
Not one of our cavalry ever get farther
than the first bee. The whole outfit came
streaming back and lit into us and our
horses and made it so hot we had to turn
and fly. That’s what they did; just sim
ply stung us plumb out of the country,
and the Yanks got away.
“ Now, I wasn’t thinking of suggesting
bees as an adjunct to our military, but re
membering my bee experience that day in
north Georgia I was wondering why we
couldn’t avail ourselves of the aid of ani
mals more than we do in a battle. My
idea was to organize a dog regiment, say.
of a thousand dogs. I ’d get good big staghounds and cross them with the shepherd
dog to get intelligence. I ’d take 1,000 of
these and put 100 men with them, giving
each man charge of ten dogs. I ’d train
them to know the enemy by dummies
fixed up in the hostile uniform. It could
be done, this last part, in a week. And
I ’d take this dog regiment into battle with
me. They be easy to feed and easy to han
dle. I ’d guarantee to whip anything but
infantry with my dog regiments. Cavalry
wouldn’t last a moment with ’em. They’d
stampede the best cavalry brigade that
ever heard a bugle. Of course these 100
men would have to be mounted. With the
men in the saddle and their half stag
hound, half shepherd dog cohorts they’d
sweep a battlefield and stir up an enemy’s
line like a nest of hornets. As for artil
lery, these dogs would overrun a battery
like a torrent.”

don pictures of the monkey honsY, with
the visitors-to the gardens seen from the
interior of the cage.—Joseph Hatton in
Idler.
>

A Queer Pace.

Many queer incidents are toYbe met
with at tho public institutions in this
city, says the Philadelphia Record. The
one that has attracted tho most attention
from a scientific standpoint for some time
past was a race for life or death bet ween a
wee black atom of humanity and a white
one just as small. A t pne of the foun
dling hospitals up town tho other day a
colored male child and a white male child,
exactly the same age and weighing the
same to the fraction of an ounce, were re
ceived at the same time. They were both
suffering from the same ailment, which
appeared to be rather lack of strength than
disease. The pulse and temperature were
the same, and they were placed in the in
cubators at the same time. Hero was a
capital chance to make a test of the sta
mina in the two races, and the doctors en
tered into the affair as heartily as if the
little ones were their own. It was a close
call for either one at first, but finally the
pickaninny seemed to grow stronger. Then
the white baby forged ahead, but finally
gave way to the colored one. The white
youngster never seemed to give up heart.
He even looked hopeful, while the black
one appeared to view a continuation of the
contest as useless. One day the colored
baby gave up the struggle and died, but
the white youngster took a turn for the
better and now looks as if he would live
out man’s Biblical allotment of years.

A t S a d d l e b a c k Mo u n t a i n P o n d s .

3 1 5 0 fe e t a b o v e th e Sea. Fine L og Gubins. Large and Small Game in Abundance. This
(1895) is the first season that this region has been opened up to sportsmen. Sure Fly Fishing
Any Month in the Season. The exclusive lease o f the entire region is granted to a guide o f
tw enty years’ experience with sportsmen. All old parties are especially invited to give my
new place a trial. Address,

MARTIN T. RUTTER,

Proprietor,

Rangeley, Maine.

The S E V E N P O N E S ,
These Ponds, situtfted 27 miles from Rangeley, by Buckboard to K en n eba go; thence (after
crossing the lake by steam er), by good trail and row boat to B eaver pond. From K ennebago
lake six miles by boat; thence by trail to the M eadow Grounds camp, four miles. Here is found
excellent fly fishing and a com fortable cam p. From the M eadow Grounds there is a mile and a
half o f boating, and a tw o and a half mile trail to B eaver pond. N o party has, after visiting
B eaver pond, disputed but what the distance as given would hold out.
R O U T E F R O M BOSTON.—Take Boston & Maine, Maine Central. Sandy River and Phil
lips & R angeley Railroads to Rangeley, and Buckboard at R angeley for K ennebago lake.

ED. GRANT, : : Rangeley, Maine.

Cam p

S a d d le b a c k ,

A T

D E A D H IV E D

POND,

A . L. O A K E S , Proprietor.
^J_OOD F L Y FISHING and Hunting.

Brook Fishing.

Pure Spring W ater.

Trail to the

summit o f Saddleback Mountain, 4,000 feet above the level o f the sea. For Circulars and
The So Called Natural Singer.

The question as to whether or not people
can become good singers naturally, by
which is meant without professional in
struction, is one often raised, writes Fred
eric Peakes in The Ladies’ Home Journal.
There are undoubtedly instances of persons
of natural genius learning to sing—that
is, to produce the singing voice properly,
to vocalize perfectly and to sing with that
most artistic essence, good style, from
imitation of others and by their own en
ergies and practice. But these cases are
Unusual.
The average “ natural” —so
called—singer is less pleasing as a per
former than his trained fellow, and he is
never an artist. To be artistic in accom
plishment should bo the goal for which
every student of every art should strive.
The finished performance—using finished
in its sense of completion, perfection—is
the artistic performance, and its rarity
speaks volumes for the lack of continued
application in humanity.

information, address,

. I .. O A K E S ,
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THE

This popular’ hotelj is open for visitors at all
tim es, Only a minute's walk from the station

Rangeley

Short

distance

from lake steamers.

well-supplied. Good beds.

Table

Terms reasonable.

Bread, cake, and pastry furnished cottagers
or campers.

Lakes.

Anecdote of Adm iral Meade.

A t the time when William E. Chandler
G U S TA V E DORE.
of New Hampshire was secretary of the
The Greatest Attraction That London Pos navy Admiral Meade was commandant of
the navy yard in Washington. They got
sessed For the French Artist.
I wanted Jerrold to induce Dore to visit into trouble somehow, these two positive
the Black country and make some studies gentlemen, and the commandant was sum
of the great night scenes, the lights of the moned before the secretary one day on a
nineteenth century beacon fires, and at one matter of importance. Tho secretary told
time hoped to have made a proposal for the commandant that if he kept on or
him to contribute a few special pages to words to that effect he should certainly be
the first provincial illustrated paper, but obliged to punish him by sending him to
other engagements drew him from Eng sea.
“ Mr. Secretary,” said Meade, “ I haven’t
land, though I obtained for The Illustrated
Midland News one or two sketches from anything to say except that when it is
his pencil. “ Crossing the Channel” was punishment for an officer of tho navy to
the best of them, far more finished in de be ordered to sea, what is your service
tail than any other. It was a scene of that coming to? I should like to go to sea, sir.
kind of helpless physical misery from Good day.” — Washington Capital.
which even Nelson himself occasionally
Then and Now.
suffered at sea. Dore drew from both ob
Some one, of a sarcastic turn of mind,
servation and feeling. The vessel is roll
ing, the sea chopping, you realize this on no doubt, says that in times gone by the
a first glance at .the picture, and there are saints occupied hard wood seats in their
evidences of distress that are grim rather plain sanctuaries and sang “ My God, tho
than humorous. Nevertheless Dore fre Spring of A ll My Joys.” Then all the
quently came to England. How often people sang. Now the worshipers sit on
other illustrious Frenchmen would visit soft cushions in elegant edifices while
us, but for that silver streak of the poet, the choir sings for ^hen* or to them “ Art
Thou Weary, Art Thou Languid?” —New
that dirty water of the realist!
One of Dore’s favorite haunts was the York Observer.
Zoological gardens. He was as fond of
Chesuncook lake, in Maiqe, was named
strolling from one cage to another and
watching the animals as Landseer was: by the Indians. Tho word means “ the
I don’t suppose these two habitues of the goose place. ’ ’
gardens ever met. Landseer immortalized
Costa Rica is a Spanish expression sig
his studies at. the zoo in his models of the
king of bests that adorn 'Trafalgar square. nifying “ rich coast.”
Friends of Dore used to say that on arriv
ing in London he would take a cab and
The mean temperature of Missouri is 55
rush off to the zoo before he went to his degrees, of Illinois 52, of Iowa 46, of Kan
hotel. Exaggeration is useful in empha sas 53, of Arkansas 60, of Maine 43, of
sizing a fact. Dore frequently went to the texas 74.
menagerie in ' Regent’s park before he
Finland is properly Fenland, “ the land
called on his human friends. There is a
powerful touch of satire in one of his Lon of the marshes ”

A

One d ay ’s notice required for

bread and cake.
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Job Printing
50 cts.
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RANGELEY LAKES
Only a Question of Time.

Local Paragraphs.
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Beal, of Phillips,
were in town Friday.
Will Sprague, is building a piazza on his
house on Allen street.
J. F. Oakes has finished cutting the hay
at Dead River Station.
Will Raymond is laid up with acute
rheumatism in the knee.
Furbish, Butler & Oakes receive fresh
fish every Thursday night.
Eben Hinkley is killing lambs, and di i\ ing a meat cart about town.
Will Smith, of Phillips, has been work
ing for A. J. Haley, down the Lake.
Leroy A. Smith sold his gray mare to
Dr. H. B. Palmer, of Phillips, for *115.
E. T. Hoar has put out his new sign
You must be on the opposite side of the
street to see it at its best.
Mrs. William Bodge, of Waterville, for
merly Miss Georgia Kimball, made a short
visit at L. A. Smith’ s, Thursday of last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Parker and their two
children, of Phillips, drove up from Camp
Winona, Friday, making R a n g e l e y L a k e s
a call during their stay.
Rangeley is very patriotic, and it looks
good to an American to see the stars and
stripes floating from the hotel staff and
from the staff at the hotel cottage.
Frank Haley’ s daughter, Vivian, about
3 years old, fell down stairs Wednesday
p . m. No bones were broken but slid sus
tained a severe shaking up. The physician
thinks she will be all right in a day or
two.

G AUDEAM U5 IG1TUR.
Let us live, then, and be clad
While younf lire’s before us!

f

y youthful pastime had,
r old age hard and sad
tth will slumber o’er us.

Where are they who in this world
Ere we kept were keeping?
Go ye to the gods above;
Go to hell; inquire thereof.
They are not; they’re sleeping.
Brief is life, and brevity
briefly shall be ended.
Death comes like a whirlwind strong,
Bears us with his blast along;
None shall be defended.
Live this university,
Men that learning nourish,
Live each member of the same,
Long live all that bear its name!
Let them ever flourish!
Live the commonwealth also,
And the men who guide it!
Live our town in strength and health,
Founders, patrons, by whose wealth
Wo are here provided!
Live all girls! A health to you.
Melting maids and beauteous!
Live the wives and women, too,
Gentle, loving, tender, true,
Good, industrious, duteous!
Perish cares that pule and pine!
Perish envious blamers!
Die the devil, thine and mine!
Die the starch necked Philistine,
Scoffers and detainers!
_ Bibelot.

“ That little b ill,” said the debtor pleas
antly. “ Oh, yes, of course. Well, you
need not worry about that any more. I ’ve
got things down to a system now. ’ ’
“ Y ou’ve been a long time doing it,”
suggested the creditor.
“ Irealize it,” returned the debtor, “ but
it’s all right now. You see, $30 is more
than I can afford to let go of at any one
time, but now I can get it together with
out missing it. You see, a man never
misses his small change, so I ’ve bought a
little bank that I can drop it into every
night. Y ou’ve no idea how fast it accumu
lates.”
:
“ I ’ve heard of the plan before, said
the creditor. “ If a man lives up to it and
doesn’t hold out on the bank, it mounts
up rapidly.”
“ Oh, I live up to it,” protested the
debtor. ‘ ‘ I put every cent of small change
into it every night, and it’s all for you.”
“ I may hope then” —
“ My dear sir, you may more than hope.
The system makes the payment in full an
absolute certainty. It overcomes all ob
stacles, and it’s only a question of time”
“ How much time?”
“ Well, that’s rather difficult to say.
You see, the amount of small change I
find in my pockets varies, and” —
“ What do you call small change”
“ Pennies. I— What’s that? Oh, well,
sue if you want to. That’s what a man
gets for trying to do the right thing.
Clrcago Times-Herald.

Fishing Rods
M a d e and
Repaired*

The Best

Material

I will be prepared to make and repair rods
from the 15th o f June to the 15th o f S eptem 
ber. Sportsmen who leave their rods with
me for repairs when they return from their
fishing trips can get them on their return the
next season.
SA TIS F A C TIO N

GUARANTEED.

El. T. H O AR,
m

a t

:

5 t .,

T3. o .

Dr. Parkhurst on Early Marriages.

MADE HIM E A T IT.
The Policeman W ould Have No Man Flour
ishing a Pistol There.

It is closely in keeping with the whole
train of argument to say a word in regard
to early marriages, writes the Rev. Charles
H. Parkhurst, D. D., in an article on lh e
Safeguards of Marriage,” in The Ladies’
Home Journal. That is the natural order
of event. Divine intention seems quite
distinct upon the matter. Such marriages
when properly consummated arc a means
of personal establishment and security to
the parties implicated. For a young man
or a young woman to be wholesomely mar
ried is the next step to being regenerated.
To bo out of that condition is counter to
nature, and to disregard nature subjects
to all kinds of exposure. It is sometimes
forgotten that nature’s arrangements and
intentions are in the nature of a divine or
dinance, which may be of the same authoritativcncss as though drafted literally
and included in the decalogue.

Used.

Office H o u rs.
6.45 A . M. to 12 M.

12.30 P . M. to 6 P . M.
6.30 P. M. to 8.30 P. M.

The boys are telling a rather good story
on a Fargo citizen and polico officer, which
S u n d a y.
runs something in this wise: The citizen
5 to 6 P. M
10 to 11 A. M.
had purchased a candy revolver for his lit
tle boy, which closely resembled a genu
M a ils D ep a rt.
ine weapon. The other night ho was m
Ed. Hoar, the local rod maker took an the ladies' waiting room at the Northern
Railway Mails, Daily, 10.45 A . M.. and 1.30 P. M.'
order recently from a visiting sportsman Pacific awaiting the arrival of No. <5,
Down the Lake, Daily, 7 A .M .
smoking a cigarette. It’s against the rules
For K ennebago Lake, Monday, W ednesday,
for one of his best rods to be made during
to smoke in this room, and when the officer
and Friday^ 7.50 A . M.
the winter. Last, week he received an stepped in ho detected the smell of smoke,
For Greenvale, Daily, on arrival o f train.
other order from the same party to make and after sizing up the crowd finally lo
one for a friend. Mr. Hoar’ s rods are evi cated the citizen calmly smoking away.
M a ils A r r iv e .
“ Here,” said the officer, “ if you want
dently giving goocl satisfaction.
to smoke, you w ill have to go outside.”
Railway Mails, Daily, 7.10 P. M.
Friday afternoon, the fire company and
“ Don’ t you talk to mo that w ay,” re
Up the Lake, Daily, 10 A. M.
volunteers to the number of about twenty plied the cigarette smoker, “ or I ’ ll blow
From K ennebago Lake, Tuesday, Thursday
ran out the hand tub and hose cart for the you full of holes.” As ho said this he
and Saturday, 4 P. M.
Arab Churning.
first time just to give it a trial. There drew tho candy weapon from his pocket
From Greenvale, Daily, 9 P .M .
Am
ong
the
Arabs
a
practice
fronj
time
were not men enough about to work the and leveled it at the officer. The candy
immemorial has prevailed of churning bj
Mails CLOSE Fifteen Minutes Before
brakes in lively shape but a good stream was wrapped with tinfoil apd looked like placing the milk in leather sl$ins, Which
Departure.
sure enough revolver. The crowd, at
was thrown and the engine was found to
are
shaken
or
beaten
until
the
blitter
least, took no chances. Convinced there was
E . I . H E R R IC K , R . M.
comes.
A
bag
of
milk
is
tied
to
a
shoit
work to a charm.
going to be a shooting and that a cop
Joseph E. Hinkley, of Madrid, who will per” or somebody was going to be killed tope, the other end of which is fastened to
a saddle and the horse made to trot.
be 82 years of age the 23d. of August, was there was a unanimous desire among the
in the office of the R a n g e l e y L a k e s and bystanders not to witness tho slaughter of
It is a curious fact thqt in all a man s
thd devoted guardian or the peace. Every
saw type being set up for the second time
one made an attempt at tho same time theories about how to achieve suepesg none
in liis life, the first being over fifty years to reach the door. Several might have of them includes hard Work.— Clev61and
ago in Farmington when the Chronicle been injured if the prompt actiop of the Plain Dealer.
was first started. He had never seen a polico officer had pot prevented the panic
paper printed till his recent visit, and was that seemed imminent. He seized tho citi
Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained and all Pat
ent business conducted for M o d e r a t e F e e s ,
much interested in seeing a blank sheet of zen’ s right arm and pushed it up and back
Obituary.—Jennie Hinkley.
ou r O f f i c e i s O p p o s i t e U . s . PATE IiT °H '5;!;<
so
that
if
the
candy
revolver
was
discharged
Paper fed in at the top of the press and
and we can secure patent in less time than those t
it would be in the air. Then he shouted,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hinkley, of Sandy
[remote from Washington.
j
laid on a pile at the other end, printed.
“ You aro under arrest!” and led him out River PL, have the deep sympathy of many
Send model, drawing or photo., with desenp-j
tion.
We
advise,
if
patentable
or
not,
free
of<
into
tho
hallway,
which
was
soon
crowded.
Dr. O. A. Beal and wife, of St. Paul,
friends in the death on Sunday last^ of
charve Our fee not due till patent is secured. i
Minnesota, were in town Friday. Dr. Beal Tho citizen still held tho candy revolver, their beloved daughter Jennie, who quiet
' a p a m p h l e t “ How to Obtain Patents,” with*
which
looked
formidable
enough
in
the
cost of same in’ the U. S. and foreign countriesj
is a son of Horace Beal, of the Mile Square,
dim light. Ho seemed to have lost Ins ly passed to her rest after a sickness cover .sent free. Address,
Avon. Miss Mable Boston, also from St. bold front and was trembling with fear. ing a period of seven or eight months, at
Paul, is with them. She is a daughter of In faltering tones he said: “ Don’t put me the age of eighteen.
O p p . P a t e n t O f f i c e , W a s h i n g t o n , d . C.
Orrison Boston, formerly of Avon, now under arrest. I would rather eat this re
Naturally of a delicate constitution, she
n prosperous merchant in the above city. volver than bo locked up in a police cell.
was able to resist the encroachments of the
“ Well,” said the officer, half m jest, disease to which she finally fell a victim,
The doctor is enjoying a good practice in
his profession, and is one more successful “ you eat that revolver, and I ’ll let you go.
consumption, till December last since
“ A ll right,” he returned, and to the
Pranklin County man in the West. Still,
T ooth ache and headache goodbye,
amazement of every one, including thp which time she has been gradually failing.
I ’m going to get a bottle o f Quick Relief
be would prefer Maine to live in if he could officer, he put the barrel into l)is ffiouth The funeral services were held Tuesday at
And keep it nigh,—
.
have as much business here.
Heart failures and all internal
and bit off a largo section. Befofe the 10 o ’clock in the presence of a large com
Don’t worry, it will cure you, all the same.
L.
Vf. Barrett has just finished what iscrowd recovered from its surprise tho trlS' pany of relatives and friends. Rev. Mr. W arranted to cure Colic in horses, or m oney
refunded For sale at G A
Nottage, of Phillips officiated.
v ithout doubt the handsomest boat ever cer had disappeared from view, alj $ p y
lev Me.: Kimball Bros. & Co., sole proprietors.
time tho officer had discovered th$t UO hav
Jennie was a lovely girl possessing many Enosburg Falls, V t.
____________
built in Rangeley. It is for Harry Dutton been the victim of a joke the revolve? had
qualities of character which endeared her
v h o will use it on the ’ Suptic. The boat been eaten.—Fargo Forum.
to all. Pure in word and act, amiable in
is IT feet long and is finished in natural
Indian Racers.
disposition, though naturally retiring, she
woods. The planking is of cedar, save the
Notwithstanding their reputation for leaves behind many young friends and
top strip which is of oak. The gunwales
are of maple. The decks are made of .need tho Indian racers of tho northwest others who hold her in high esteem, and
A party having a high-grade, second
Canada have repeatedly been beaten
alternating strips of bird’ s-eye maple and bv white men, while in wrestling they who will always pleasantly cherish her hand cushion-tire Bicycle (30-inch weels),
which he wishes to dispose of, has decided
a darker-grained wood. The flooring is nevor attain the skill of the whites and do memory.
to offer it at a low cash figure. The ma
Among the floral designs were a wreath, chine
of unique design and not an inch of the not seem t o learn boxing at all.
will be on exhibition at the office of
a
cross
of
white
petunias,
and
a
pillow
Rangeley Lakes. It will pay you to look
boat is finished in other than the best
A Paradox.
it
over.
with
the
name
“
Jennie”
upon
it.
Possible shape. Mr. Barrett solemnly
“ Speaking of minstrel performances,
A quartette rendered three very appro
asserts that he is not a finished cabinet
Dobbs is in the lead. ”
. priate selections.
The burial v as at
'naker as well as boat builder, but an in
“ I always thought ho was the end
spection of his work on this boat would
Madrid village.
aU-” _D etroit Free Press.
scem to belie the assertion.
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Dr. 1). J. KENDALL’S QUICK RELIEF,

Do

You Want a Bicycle?

Shd

Job Printing

RANGELEY LAKES

8
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Miss Maud Larq£ is spending a few days
Mr. F. M. Bradley has just returned
G LA D T ID IN G S
in town visiting friends.
from the annual Convention held at Cleve
Natt Ellis and B. A. Moulton drove to land, Ohio, of the National Division of the Of Great J o y to E v e ry In h a b ita n t
Society Notes, Rangeley.
Sons of Temperence.
of Rangeley.
Friday, Aug. 2, Regular m eeting R angeley Com- Haines Landing, Sunday.
mandery N o. 408, Order o f the Golden
It’s dusty, very dusty—but the hay
Dead R ive r Station.
The Steam Mill to be Started Up at Once.
Cross. M eet in Church V estry.
makers aren’ t complaining.
Orice
Oakes
drove from Dead River Sta
Wednesday, Regular m eeting W . C. T. U., at
Mrs. F. H. Wilbur and Conrad, are at
The steam mill which has been idle so
the lib ra ry .
tion, Monday to a neighboring house.
Chateauquay for a few days.
On his return he became tangled in the many months has been leased to Albion B .
Harry V. Berry and Chas. Packard, of
Society Notes, Phillips.
reins, and the horse running, he was Grover, of Phillips, for a term of years.
Monday, A u g -12, Regular m eeting Mt. Abram Farmington, were in town this week.
thrown out on the sharp turn near the Repairs are now being made and the mill
Lodge, N o. 65, A . O. U. W . Hall in Bates
Miss Evie Hewey and Mrs. Minnie bridge. He was found by the boys from will be started right away.
Block.This should make glad the heart of
Smith went to Haines Landing and took Camp Tim and assisted to the station.
Tuesday, July 29, Mt. Saddleback L odge, I. O dinner, Sunday.
He was quite badly bruised and there is a every resident. It means more business,
O. F., No. 92. Hall, Beal Block.
more people employed, more inhabitants,
Henry W . Oakes, Esq., and Mrs. Oakes, blank, to him, for some hours. He
more money in circulation, more property
W ednesday, August 7, S tated Communicaion. of Anburn, arrived at Lake Grove Cottage, about well now.
Blue Mountain Lodge, N o. 67, F. & A . M
Wednesday night, for a tw o weeks stay.
to be taxed and more life in the already
at Masonic Hall.
lively town.
Deceptive Appearance of Trout in the
Mrs. Henry W. Hoar is dangerously ill
Thursday, Aug. 1, Regular m eeting Cushman of heart trouble. Dr. Palmer was called
Water.
The boom in Rangeley is only in its in
Post, N o. 87 G. A . R., at Grange Hall, at
last week in consultation with Dr. Currier,
The Industrial Journal publishes an arti fancy, but it is a healthy kid.
7.30 P . M.
her attending physician.
cle under the above head that fully ex
Mr. Grover will at first employ six or
Thursday A ug. 1, Regular m eeting W om an
Hollie Grant went for pond lilies Sun plains that old familiar saying, “ the big seven hands. His head sawyer will be
R elief Corps at Grange Hall, 6.30 P. M.
day. He found quantites of them, as a gest fish get aw ay.” After reading the Waldron Staples of Phillips. Harrison
Saturday, Aug. 3, North Franklin Grange, N o
article, there can be no doubt of its truth Harnden of the same place will also be
186, Patrons o f Husbandry, at Grange Hall result the office of R a n g e l e y L a k e s is as
fulness.
employed in the mill and so two or three
fragrant as a load of new mown hay.
Regular m eeting at 8 o ’clo ck P . M.
It seems a party of sportsmen visited new families w ill move into town.
Fred Soule has been doing duty at Sta
Saturday, Aug. 3, Regular m eeting Phillips
Commandery, N o. 402, Order o f the Gold tion agent at Dead River Station during the N. Y. State Commissioners hatching
Lang P lantation.
en Cross. Bates Hall.
the absence of Fred Ballard, who was house at Cold Spring Harbor, Long
Island, and were estimating the weight of
Your correspondent picked his first ripe
called home by the death of his mother.
the largest trout which were swimming.
The Knights Templar of this town are A veteran angler said, pointing out a large raspberry June 30th.
Miss Sarah Cushman, of this place, is at
making preparations for attending the
Triennial Conclave at Boston in August speciman, “ That fellow will weigh six work for Mrs. I. W. Green, of Coplin.
Hon. Joel Wilbur, of Phillips, was
next. It is thought everyone here will be pounds. Another said, “ Not over four’
A.
Withey last week went to Rangeley,
town Saturday.
and the third “ split the difference.” The
present.
Phillips and Farmington. He is at home
superintendant, Mr. Fred Mather, came in
J. T. Wadsworth and F. Tilney are
G.
A. Proctor, Esq., has had painted a
now doing his haying.
boarding with Eugene Soule.
very handsome gold sign “ Rangeley Lib and his opinion was asked. “ About eight
The little Batchelder girl that was but
pounds”
was
the
reply,
“
But
to
convince
I. R. Wright, of Chesterville, and E. E rary” which he has presented to the W. C.
ted by a buck is gaining. She gets
you
we
will
know
exactly.”
Robbins, of Lewiston, have been in town T.’ U. It is to be hung over the entrance
Calling £,n attendant he directed him to around the house now.
to their rooms.
this week.
The house cat that belongs to Mrs.
weigh
the big trout, which was done, after
The job depatment of this office has been
The B oys’ Camp went up to Martin
getting him in a tub of water and weigh Withey has brought in two partridges
driven
with
work
for
some
weeks
past.
Fuller’ s “ Among the Clouds,” Tuesday
The fine classof work turned out evidently ing the whole, the'n removing the trout and laid them at her feet, as much as to
for a few days.
say: “ There is something to make you some
pleases, judging from the good words and weighing the tub and water. The
James H. Bonney, Esq., of Farmington,
exact weight of the fish was nine povnds. broth.” Mrs. W ithey’s health is very
spoken in praise of it
made a business trip home Saturday, from
The superintendent said, ‘ ‘A fish in the poor but she is on the gain.
Miss E. A. Butterfield, of East Dixfield water never looks as large as when out of
his cottage down the lake.
was in town Tuesday with a fine line of
Redington Notes.
A. J. Haley, went to Farmington Satur remnants. Mrs. McCard replemished her. it.” This wall be pleasant reading for
Several sportsmen have been in town the
day, for a few days’ rest, having over done stock, also added a fine line of organdie those who have lost “ big fish,” but the
“ conscience fund,” formerly put in the con past week.
in his haste to complete a job of work muslins at 6 cts. per yard.
tribution
box, will be sadly diminished,
down the lake.
Fly fishing is good in the pond. The
The Rangeley Library is indebted to and anglers will learn that they have been
streams are very low.
Mrs. Bacheldor, of Lang Plantation, several of its summer visitors for generous
honest and truthful all the time when tell
was in with a quanity of raspberries Sat gifts to its shelves lately. Among other
The raspberry brigade are out, but all
ing of that “ big one that got aw ay.”
urday. The new road is bringing business contributors are: F. H. Bangs, Miss M.
report very few berries.
But alas! for those that lose one after
to town every day.
A. Wright, Philadelphia,Mrs. F. S. Dick knowing the above facts.
Willis Eaton made a business trip to
Last month Lewis Bowley sold a good son, Maneskootuk, Prof. E. S. Morse, Sa
Farmington last Thursday.
four-years-old mare to V. F. Prentiss, of lem, Mass.,
Bicycles Numerous.
Samuel McCracken, ’yard track man, is
The King’s Daughters will meet with
Worcester, Mass. She is to be used as
The State board of assessors have been off duty on account of sickness. He is at
Mr. Prentiss’ family driver.
Miss Nellie Lamb next Tuesday for their
determining the number of bicycles in the Phillips.
first meeting for several months. Owing
H. H. Field and Abner Hinkley, of Phil
State, with a view to their taxation.
Rangeley P lantation.
lips, rode their wheels in Friday, returning to the separation of the members it has Only four counties have been visited and
been
impossible
to
hold
meetings
of
late,
The
spring
term of school in Rangeley
the
numbers
in
Franklin
county
are
as
Sunday. The blueberries were too attrac
follows: 200 in all are owned, Farmington
tive along the road for them to make but from no\y on, the young ladies pro having 100, Weld 18, Phillips 50, Strong 25, Plantation, closed June 28, with a picnic
pose to make things hum.
which was enjoyed by scholars and parents.
quick time.
Chesterville 8, Jay 40, and nearly all other
The scholars had good recitations which
Three gentlemen, Lewis G. James, H. H. smaller towns from 1 to 5.
Mr. F. M. Bradley, of Washington, D.
So bikes are to be taxed, well, won’ t the were well learned and recited. Blanche
C. who with Mrs. Bradley, is boarding at M oore and A. N. Saunders, of Brooklyn, owners ask that on an equality, carriages Gile, Bertha Gile, Mertie Gile and Bana
N.
Y.
arrived
at
the
Rangeley
Lake
House,
the Rangeley Lake House, is the Grand
be put on the list.
M oore were not absent one half day for
Secretary of the National Grand Lodge of Wednesday, July 17. They are making the
the term. The whole number of scholars
round-trip from Brooklyn via. the RangeG ood Templars.
W E E K L Y R E G IS T E R .
attending, 17; average number 15.
ley Lakes and White Mountains on foot
A rbo C. Norton and Justin McLeary, of
M aud E. P e a r y , Teacher.
They were looking finely when they passed
[Conclusion—Comm enced on 5th pagej.
Farmington, were in town a few days last
this office.
M
on
d
ay
,
July
22.
Dallas.
week. They drove through with a team,
A quiet wedding took place at the resi
P ercy McElrath,
going to Quimby Pond where they met
N ew York.
Clista Nile was thrown from a load of
dence of Abram Ross on Sunday last. W . L. Hinds,
with good success.
Do.
hay Wednesday, and hurt her side badly.
Mr. Joseph Wilbur, of Rangeley was H oward P. S w eetser,
Do.
She was other-ways bruised.
. Al. Withey, of Lang Plantation, says united in marriage to Miss Betsey Smith, F. V. N orcross,
Andover, Me.
Alton Collins is on the sick list, he is
that last year he made three trips to Mt. of Chesteville. The ceremony was per J. S. Maynard,
Chicago.
Bigelow for blueberries, bringing them to formed by G. A. Proctor, Justice of Peace. R. A. Anthony,
N ew Y ork. threatened with a fever.
town to sell and recieved -530.00. He was Mr. Wilbur is a son of John J. Wilbur, of R. N. Clemsen,
Middletown, N. Y .
Boston.
six days in doing it all.
this town, and Miss Smith is well known S. P. W orcester,
B O IiN .
T uesday , July 23.
Martin Fuller went to his camp “ Among in this section as a most successful teacher,
Easton, Pa.
Dallas, June 21st. to Mr. and Mrs. George
the Clouds” Monday, to prepare for the having taught five terms in this place. C . M. Hapgood,
N. Y . Fitch, a son.
reception of a party who are going up The congratulations of R a n g e l e y L a k e s Henry D. Wimans and wife,
Mrs. P . A. Dickinson,
Rochester.
Tuesday. Among this party are Adon are extended.
Portland.
Harry A. Furbish, Esq., has been at W. B. A dee,
Smith, Esq., and Mr. Randall, of New
Judge N. C. Downs,
Stamford, Ct.
Seven
Ponds
for
a
week.
He
had
a
“
glori
York.
Do.
ous time,” which seems to be the unani C o l John Davenport,
C. H. O. Houghton,
M r.F. M. Bradley, of Washington, D. C.
New York.
mous verdict of all who visit that fa F. K. Dexter,
W ebb, Me.
will occupy the local pulpit Sunday morn
mous region. Whether it is the air, the Rev. J. J. Joyce,
Mooer, Philadelphia.
ing. He will describe the Boston Y. P. S.
water, the food or Ed. Grant, that makes J. H. Davis,
THE BEST LOOSE ROW-LOCK
Portland, Me.
C. E. Convention and his talk will interest
it so salubrious, so long as it is there. Guy S. Reyn,
MADE.
N ew York.
all. A large audience should greet Mr.
M anufactured from the Best Malleable Iron
W orcester.
On his return Mr. Furbish saw a bear A . F. Kelley,
and every pair warranted.
Bradley.
N ew berryport
swimming the stream, about a mile above Geo. E. Stickney,
Pronounced a good thing by all who have
Readfield. seen them.
Mr. A. O. Freese returned from his trip the wigwam. They had a good look at Fred L. King,
P
rice *1.00 per pair. Extra S ock ets and
Cambridge.
to his old home in the eastern part of the him and sent a parting shot after him as Trueman Obbe,
Blocks, 25 cents per pair. Manufactured and
H. M. Chauning,
Brookline. old by
State, Tuesday, and willremain in Range- he ambled off into the woods. It being W . M. Stephenson.
Portland.
ley awhile longer, being satisfied that only a charge of shot and the distance I R. Wright,
N. Chesterville.
prospects are as good for business here as twelve rods, the party will obtain no E. E. Robbins,
Lewiston.
elsewhere, for the present.
bounty. Al. Sprague was guide.
F. W . V ogel,
RANGELEY, : : ; MAINE.
Boston.

AM O N G T H E O R D E R S .

Local Paragraphs.

B A R R E TT’S

Improved Loose Row-Lock!
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